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Manual abstract:
put the packaging in applicable containers to recycle it. Help protect the environment and human health and to recycle waste of electrical and electronic
appliances. Do not dispose appliances marked with the symbol with the household waste. Return the product to your local recycling facility or contact your
municipal office. Com FOR PERFECT RESULTS Thank you for choosing this AEG product. We have created it to give you impeccable performance for many
years, with innovative technologies that help make life simpler â features you might not find on ordinary appliances. Please spend a few minutes reading
to get the very best from it. ACCESSORIES AND CONSUMABLES In the AEG webshop, youâll find everything you need to keep all your AEG appliances
looking spotless and working perfectly. Along with a wide range of accessories designed and built to the high quality standards you would expect, from
specialist cookware to cutlery baskets, from bottle holders to delicate laundry bagsâ¦ Visit the webshop at: www. aeg.
Com/shop CUSTOMER CARE AND SERVICE We recommend the use of original spare parts. When contacting Service, ensure that you have the following
data available. The information can be found on the rating plate. Model PNC Serial Number 43 SAFETY INFORMATION Before the installation and use of
the appliance, carefully read the supplied instructions. @@Always keep the instructions with the appliance for future reference.
This is to let the oil to flow back in the compressor. @@@@@@Only for appliances with water connection: connect only to drinking water supply. The rear
of the appliance must stand against the wall. Do not install the appliance where there is direct sunlight. Â¢ Do not let persons, children included, with
reduced physical sensory, reduced mental functions or lack of experience and knowledge use the appliance.
They must have supervision or instruction for the operation of the appliance by a person who is responsible for their safety. Â¢ Do not let children play with
the appliance. @@@@@@Always pull the mains plug. Only a qualified person must install this appliance. â¢ Remove all the packaging. Â¢ Do not
install or use a damaged appliance. Â¢ Obey the installation instruction supplied with the appliance. Â¢ Make sure that the floor where you install the
appliance is not wet or damp. Â¢ Do not move the appliance unless you are minimum in 2 persons. Be careful because the appliance is heavy.
Always wear safety gloves. Â¢ When you move the appliance, lift up the adjustable feet and attach tightly all the movable parts in the appliance. Â¢ Do not
connect the appliance to the power supply during the installation. Â¢ When the installation is completed, wait minimum 4 hours before you connect the
appliance to the power supply. USE â¢ Do not freeze again food that has been thawed. Â¢ Obey the storage instructions on the packaging of frozen food.
Â¢ Do not change the specification of this appliance. Ice cream makers) in the appliance unless they are stated applicable by the manufacturer. Â¢ Be
careful not to cause damage to the refrigerant circuit. @@ this gas is flammable.
@@@@Â¢ Do not put fizzy drinks in the freezer compartment. This will create pressure on the drink container. @@@@ wARNING! @@ they are hot.
@@@@Â¢ When you remove an ice lolly from the appliance, do not eat it immediately. Wait a few minutes.
Â¢ To replace the internal light, contact Service. cARE AND CLEANING WARNING! Before maintenance, disconnect the mains plug from the mains. Â¢
Do not clean the appliance with metal objects. Â¢ Do not use water spray and steam to clean the appliance. Â¢ Regularly examine the drain of the
refrigerator and if necessary clean it.
If the drain is blocked, defrosted water collects in the bottom of the appliance. Â¢ Disconnect the appliance from the mains supply. â¢ Cut off the mains
cable and discard it. Â¢ Remove the door catch to prevent children and pets to be closed in the appliance. Â¢ The refrigerant circuit and the insulation
materials of this appliance are ozone-friendly. â¢ The insulation foam contains flammable gas. Contact your municipal authority for information on how to
discard the appliance correctly. @@@@Visible LED radiation, do not look directly into the beam. @@Do not use it for house lighting. @@Â¢ We
recommend only the use of original spare parts.
@@@@ refrigerator Shelf (tempered glass) For storing common foods. @@@@@@@@@@4 @@@@@@@@ selection button for refrigerator
compartment temperature. @@To release the button, press it for longer than 3 seconds. @@@@@@@@@@To release the button, press it for longer than
3 seconds. @@For models with Automatic Ice Maker â The water pressure should be 2. 0~12. 5 kgf/cm2 or more to run the Automatic Ice Maker. â
Check your tap water pressure. If a cup of 180 cc is full within 10 seconds, the pressure is appropriate. Â If the water pressure is not high enough to run
the Automatic Ice Maker, call the local plumber to get an additional water pressure pump.
When installing the water tubes, ensure they are not close to any hot surfaces. The water filter only âfiltersâ water. It does not eliminate any bacteria
or microbes. The filter life depends on the amount of use. We recommend you replace the filter at least once every 6 months.
When attaching the filter, place it for an easy access (to remove and replace) . After installing refrigerator and water line system, select WATER on your
control panel and press it for 2â3 minutes to supply water into the water tank and dispense water. 51 DAILY USE TEMPERATURE CONTROL When the
appliance is plugged in for a first time, the temperature mode is set to Middle. @@For Faster Freezing function hold button until super LED turns on. To stop
this function, just push the button again.
@@For Faster Cooling function hold button until super LED turns on. To stop this function, just push the button again. cAUTION! @@@@@@The display
shows adjusted temperature value. @@For Faster Cooling function hold button until super LED turns on. To stop this function, just push the button again.
@@Press lock button to enter locked mode. @@NON DISPENSER MODEL Freezer Compartment For temperature setting push button until desired
temperature displays. For Faster Freezing function hold button until super LED turns on. To stop this function, just push the button again. Com Even though
normal operation of the appliance is restored and inner temperature reaches a normal range, the display still flashes and the highest temperature reached is
indicated.
When you press Lock button , hit is difficult to fully insert the case, remove it, rotate the swirl coil in the case or drive mechanism a quarter turn and insert
again.
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Â Do not store ice cubes for too long. CLEANING OF THE BACK OF THE APPLIANCE (MACHINE ROOM) Remove dust on a grill with a vacuum
cleaner at least once a year. 3. Freezer and Refrigerator Pockets Hold both ends and pull up. LED light should be replaced only by a service agent or
similarly qualified person. cAUTION! Be sure to unplug the appliance first! freezer and refrigerator LED changing 1. Separate a back side of a LED cover
using a screwdriver. 2. Separate the LED cover and loosen 2 fixing screws for a LED plate.
Com WHAT TO DO IFâ¦ Please check up the following troubleshooting tips before you call for service! Problem It never gets cold inside. Â¢ Is the
appliance under a direct sunlight or is any heat appliance placed near it ? @@@@@@Â¢ Keep sufficient space (more than 10 cm) between the back of the
appliance and the wall. â¢ Set temperature to MIDDLE or LOW mode. Â¢ Foods can be frozen if ambient temperature is below 5 Â°C. Move to a place
where the temperature is over 5 Â°C.
Â¢ Place foods with moisture on the shelves close to the doors. Foods in the appliance get frozen. Strange sound from the appliance. Â¢ Is floor beneath
the ap- â¢ Move the appliance to pliance uneven? a level and even floor. Â¢ Is the space between â¢ Keep sufficient space.
@@ appliance. Â¢ Do any objects or other stuff touch the appliance? @@@@59 Odour or disgusting smell from the inside . â¢ Is the food stored
uncovered or unwrapped? Â¢ Are the shelves and pockets stained with food stuff? Â¢ Is the food stored for too long? Â¢ Be sure to cover and wrap the
foods. Â¢ Clean the interior parts of the appliance regularly. Once smell gets soaked to those parts, it is not easy to remove. Â¢ Do not store foods for too
long. @@Â¢ In this case wait for a minute, then it will open easily. Â¢ Do not leave the door open for a long time. Â¢ Be sure to cover and wrap the
foods. Â¢ Was the door closed and open again immediately? Â¢ Was the door open for too long? Â¢ Were the foods with much moisture stored
uncovered or unwrapped? â¢ Is temperature and/or humidity around the appliance high? Frost and dew inside the appliance and on the cabinet surface.
Front and side of the appliance feels warm or hot. it is normal. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE This appliance is designed to operate in ambi.
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